Earthshaker Crossword

Across

1 Precious stone
2 Tin is a kind of
3 Volcanoes do this!
4 Earth, Mars and Venus are
5 What the sea tastes of
6 Another word for stone
7 Molten rock from a volcano
8 Animal or plant so old that it has turned to stone
9 This metal is used to make steel
10 The earth goes round the
11 Small rock
12 The earth shakes in an earth
13 Are dinosaurs still alive today?
14 It's a stego

Down

1 Precious stone
2 Tin is a kind of
3 Volcanoes do this!
4 Earth, Mars and Venus are
5 What the sea tastes of
6 Another word for stone
7 Molten rock from a volcano
8 Animal or plant so old that it has turned to stone
9 This metal is used to make steel
10 The earth goes round the
11 Small rock
12 The earth shakes in an earth
13 Are dinosaurs still alive today?
14 It's a stego

Wordfinder puzzle

How many words can you make from the letters in

earthshaker?

Words must have 3 or more letters. (no plurals!)

20 words – good
30 words – very good
40 words – fantastic!